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I don’t remember when, but sometime during the past two years a reader suggested a 

YewChoob video. As many folks know, algorithms direct viewers to related topics and also 

other videos on the same channel, the one in question I don’t often watch.  

 
A few days ago one popped up, added about six or seven months ago. The title asked if spiritual 

teachers are compromised. Did The Committee do that? “Yup, we sure did” they answered. 

An interesting topic. 

Q: Esteemed Committee, when saying compromised, that means corrupted. Improperly, 

unduly influenced, right? 

C: Yes. 

Q: What is a spiritual teacher? 

C: Firstly, such person does not refer to, call or present her  ̶ or himself as a teacher, or one 

of spiritual ideas. Whomever might be considered one, earns or receives the label from 

observers, readers, listeners or viewers. 

Secondly, the criteria by which observers   ̶ meaning readers, viewers, fans, detractors, critics, 

and supporters  ̶ might judge, assess or qualify a source of information, are subjective thus 

varied, often broadly. 

Q: How does a source of such information become compromised or corrupted? 

C: In the same ways improper influence is brought to bear across human societies and 

activities.  

Q: Who checks up on, follows, evaluates and assesses such information and sources, such 

that the corruption might begin? 

C: The threatened ones. 

Q: “Ones”? Sounds like a group, some involved in detection & identification, others in 

strategic plan development, yet others in approach & contact.  

C: It is, and as you describe. 

Q: The hidden controlling powers, the great HCPs, have a hand in this? 

C: A foot, too. Of course. 

Q: So the HCPs and their minions identify and approach, by what criteria? 

C: Reach, potential for damage and target weakness.  

Q: What happens to a source unaffected, not influenced and essentially unchanged which 

was approached but resistant? 

 



C: This source is silenced. 

Q: How? 

C: The methods are on display daily. Many silenced voices are quieted before enough 

consumers exist to make a difference, others are allowed to propagate through the sociosphere 

[The Committee made up that word, folks…] then abruptly and in a public way, shut down & up. 

This serves as a warning and threat, to the direct target and many potential ones. 

Q: Just as happens with many things, eager supporters of the silencing happily join the 

effort, don’t they? Is the recent attempt to convert Donald Trump into as criminal, an example? 

C: No, not much. His case is simpler and more obvious. Criminal accusations with Mr. 

Trump are intended to limit conversions by disappointed, dismayed and departing voters on 

top of the independent, the truly undecided.  

Q: Haven’t silencings always occurred? 

C: Yes. As the capability to reach the entire world has come to a large percentage of the 

human population, the methods used to clamp down have likewise evolved. The best way to 

stop a message from going around is to dilute it, with counterbalancing, contradictory ideas, 

dissenting information or manufactured evidence. 

Q: Even if the counterinformation must be cooked up? 

C: It usually is. Digging for dirt is always accompanied by its creation and manufacture. If 

the countermeasures are not effective as quickly as needed, the introduction of created 

countering forces is employed. 

Q: So, how do the self-appointed spiritual teachers get corrupted? 

C: They are offered money, many accept. Once the few step out of line, the silencing 

treatment begins; we need offer no examples. The many of you reading these words can recall 

instances where you have seen it done, in some cases you truly believed the story told, as was 

intended. 

Q: Thank you, Esteemed Committee. 

C: You are all welcome. Be well until again we meet.  

 

 

  


